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ABSTRACT 
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The purpose of this study i s to develop a 

reference manual for managers to examine on a periodic 

basis and refresh their memories about the motivational 

process and i ts importance in the f i eld o f sales . 

Research has shown that individual s are motivated 

differently to achieve specific goals and those who are 

positivel y motivated definitely out perform those who 

are not . In the field of sales , thi s is extremely 

important . This project illustra tes motivational 

theor y, personality types , a managers role , a sales 

persons role , and a variety of d i fferent mot i vational 

techniques . 

This project is not intended to teach managers how 

t o motivate sales personnel, but spark the creative 

thought process f or detai ling a motivational plan for 

each individual sales representative . Therefore , this 

manual will serve only those managers willing to 

participate and expend the energy to get ins ide of t he 

minds of the sales peopl e they manage . 
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Chapter I 

Introducti on 

Sales managers across the country and most 

probably world wide are i n constant pursuit of the one 

single answer to one pe rplexing question . Why do sales 

people do what they do? More specifically, they are 

searching for the magic bullet or program that will 

increase sales for their organization . First and 

foremost , there is no one single answer to this 

questi on . However , there has been significant research 

in the a r ea of moti vat i on and the reasons people react 

the way they do in certain situations . Motivati on , as 

noted by Thomas J . McCoy, " . .. i s tha t people , all 

people , behave in a manner that results i n their needs 

being fulfilledn (23) . 

There are numerous theories with r egar d to 

motivation, for example , 

psychodynami c theor y (Freud, 1955) , trait t heory 
(Allport , 1961 ; Catt ell , 1966) , need theory 
(Alderf er , 1972 ; Mas l ow, 1954 ; McClelland, 1961) , 
behaviorism (Skinner , 1953, 1969) , expectancy 
theory (Port er & Lawler, 1968 ; Vroom, 1964) , and 
social learning or social cognitive theory 
(Bandura , 1977 , 1986) (Dunnette 727) . 
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This representation is not all inclusive , however , it 

reveals a vast interest in human behavior . The most 

notable theori es relevant to the field of sales and 

chosen for specific d iscussion include : 

Maslow' s Hierarchy of Needs 

Herzberg ' s Two Factor Theory 

Skinner ' s Theory of Human Behavior 

Vroom' s Expectancy Theory 

2 

Maslow' s theory (Figure 1) relates to indi viduals 

seeking to satisfy their needs in a specific priority 

system . This system includes : 

Physiological needs - relating t o physical 

comf o rt a nd basic b i o l ogical functions of the 

body satisfied, for example , eat i ng and 

sleeping . 

Safety needs - relating t o pro tection from 

harm. 

Social needs - relating to belonging and 

affecti on . 

Self-esteem needs - relating to the feel ing 

of one' s importance and self-worth. 



Self-actualization needs - relating to the 

attainment of one ' s ultimate goals in life 

(McCoy 29) . 

Figure 1 

Maslow' s Hierarchy of Needs 

Security/Safety 

Physical Comfort 

3 

Source : Compensation and Mot i vation. Exhibit f rom 
" Intrinsic Incentive Compensation , " by Thomas J . McCoy 
(1992) . 

Although Maslow' s theory is second nature to most 

people due to the widespread coverage received in the 

educational system, it is simplistic in nature when 

extrapolate d to the field of sales . Historically, many 

companys ' compensation plans addressed the lower 



echelon of the hierarch y , however , McCoy notes , " .. 

many employees in the 1990s have shown themselves to 

focus less on the . lower levels of the hierarchy 

and more on the higher levels , which provide psychic 

r e wards " (30) . Therefore , one might expect that 

s ucces sful salespeople i n the 1 990 ' s continue to 

s t rengthen Maslow' s theory by their insatiable desire 

to satisfy one need after another . 

Herzberg' s t heory, on t he other hand , " . . . 

bel i eves that we have t wo sets of needs : one for 

4 

posit i ve sati sfacti on (motivation) and t he other 

t o avoid physical depri vation . . (hygiene} " (28) . 

Even though the hygiene aspect of his theory is based 

on avoidance and escape from depr ivati on , Her zberg' s 

t he ory hinges on the i ndivi dual f u l f illing an intrinsic 

need for psychological growth i n the workplace . 

Therefore , one might s ay that the action taken by the 

individual to seek employment is two- fold in this 

t heory . 

In comparison , the two theories have similarities 

and differences . For e xample , the first three levels 

of Mas l ow' s h i e r archy of needs are similar to 

Herzberg' s hygiene ' s categor y because both relate to 

the bas i c needs for existence . Addit i onally, 
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Herzberg' s motivators category may be compared to 

Maslow' s self-esteem and self-actualization needs . The 

similarities a re very generalized, while the 

differences are more speci£ic . Maslow concl udes , based 

on the hierarchy, that needs must be met in a certain 

order . Herzberg , alternative l y, does not specify order 

in his depiction of motivation (28-29) . 

The work of B. F . Skinner (Fi gur e 2) ident ified, 

" . that on an individual level , a stimulus wi ll 

initiate behavior that will , in turn , generate a 

r esult" (33) . Th is finding is extremely important and 

relevant to the sales industry due to its behavi or 

modificati on tendencies . In other words , sales people 

that engage in a positive e xperience because of a 

specific incentive , tend to repeat t he behavior . 

Obviously, this is a form of positive reinforcement and 

will be discussed in future sections . 



Figure 2 

B.F. Skinner's Behavior Model 

Antecedent Behavior 
Initiates Employee r---c'l 
Action Performance 

Feedback 
Positive Reinforcement 

Conseq 
Busine 
Result 

I 
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Source : Compensat i on and Motivation . Exhibit from 
"Intrinsic Incentive Compensation ," by Thomas J. McCoy 
(1992) . 

Vroom' s theory of e xpectancy (Figure 3) in 

simplistic terms is " . the willingness to expend 

effort on a task depends on t wo variables, expectancy 

and valence" (Johnston 68) . In other words , a 

salesperson examines the probability of reaching a 

higher performance level in relation to the effort that 

must be put forth to attain the i mprovement and the 

individuals view or desire to reach t hi s leve l of 

performance . 



Fi gure 3 

Expectancy Theory Model 
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Sales 
Effort f----t 

Performance 
'"" ......... 

Attribution 
h 

Expec tancy 
suc cess/Fai lure In l ernal/Exl PrnaJ Change 

Stabl e/unstablt> fncredse/Decreas~ 

Past Performance 
Cons i stency/Consensus/ 
Distinctiveness 

Assumed Motivational Effect f 

Source : Journal of Marketing . Exhibit from 
"Performance , Attributi on, and Expectancy Linkages in 
Personal Selling, " by Wes ley J . Johnston and Keysuk Kirn 
(1994) . 

I n additi on to the vast array of motivat ional 

theories , a di scussion of a few different personality 

theories i s prudent for the development of the 

relati onship to the field of sales . Anastasi notes 

that the assessment of personality, " most o ften 

refers to measures of such characteri stics as emotional 

states, i nterpersonal relat ions , motivation, i nterests , 

and attitudes" (17 ) . The data collected from this type 

of assessment can be very helpful for the manager who 
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is searching for specific interests and moti vations of 

individual subordinates . 

The root of indivi dual personali ty rests with the 

concept of one ' s sel f or personal construct . 

Loevinger , a researcher in the area of personality 

traits during the 1960s , used the Washington University 

Sentence Completion Test to measure t he trait of 

personal perception and proposed tha t , " With increasing 

maturity , t he individual progr esses beyond such a 

stereotyped concept to a differ entiated and realistic 

self- concept . .. and accept themselves for what they 

are" (636) . 

The Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory combines 

self-concept and se l f - esteem and proposes that , " .. 

this research relates to the effect of the individual ' s 

self-evaluation on his or her per formance" (637) . 

Coopersmith began this research in the 1960s , and 

revisited or revised the approach in the early 1980s 

along with many other researchers fascinated with area 

of self- es teem and self- efficacy . 

Furthermore , in 1983 , Gough and Heilbrun refine 

the original work done by Gough in the 196Os for the 

Insti tute for Personality Assessment and Research to 

formulate the current Adjective Check List that 
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consists of a list of three hundred adjectives for the 

respondent to either identify with or reject in 

consideration of themselves . Many researchers used 

scales to interpret the resul ts . One of signi ficant 

importance is the interpretation of an individual ' s 

sel f-control, self-confidence, and personal adj ustment . 

As one can see, this ki nd of informati on would be 

invaluable for the manager who is looking to hire a 

specific indi v i dua l for a certain part of the country 

or working to improve an existing sales 

repr esentative ' s adjustment to change within the 

corporate world (638) . 

Of the remaining personality assessment 

techniques , the Q sort, the semantic differential, and 

the role construct repertory test are worth noting due 

to their ability to help sales managers better 

understand their representatives . However, Anastasi 

does mention that , "It is important to recognize that , 

especial ly i n the domain of personality, tests cannot 

do the whole assessment job" (643) . The role of direct 

observation of behaviors i s imperative . 

Leadership plays a v i tal role in the mechanics of 

motivation . The different styles of leadership can be 

positive and negative in nature depending on t he 



situation . Over the last thirty years, these styles 

have seen a metamorphosis because of the increased 

educational level that the previously mentioned 
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theories on motivation and personality have brought to 

the attention of most leaders . Historically, many 

sales managers assumed an autocratic form of 

leadership . In its strictest definition, Weihrich and 

Koontz state that , "The autocratic leader commands and 

expects compliance, is dogmatic and positive, and leads 

by the ability to withhold or give rewards and 

punishmentu (494) . Although this formulation may prove 

to be the most expedient and controlling, it lacks many 

of the necessary means to motivate subordinates 

effectively . For example, a sales manager who 

implements a marketing plan developed by corporate 

associates and accepts no variation for specific 

representatives or areas of the country is extremely 

foolish and will result in a poor performing program. 

A second style of leadership and considered a 

middle of the road format is the democratic or 

participative style. The corresponding definition has 

a wide degree of interpretation from the manager who 

consults every possible decision with subordinates to 

the manager who selects different situations for which 
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representatives are included in the process . This 

style of leadership has seen some promise, however , in 

this day and age of accountability, there seems to be a 

great deal of gray area for this format (494) . 

Finally, the free-rein style o f leadership focuses 

on empowering employees at the lowest level to share 

ideas and thoughts with management in an effort to 

accomplish the bus iness objectives in the most cost 

e ffect ive manner . For the employee, this is probably 

the most rewarding and regarded as highly motivating 

even though the risk is higher wi th regard to personal 

accountability (494) . 

In recent times , there has been some variations to 

the previously mentioned leadership styles , for 

example, transactional leadership vs . transformational 

leadership and the art of conceptual leadership . Alan 

J . Dubinsky, Professor of Marketing at Metropo l itan 

State, et al , comments that transactional leadership 

is , " ... where sales managers clarify f or and 

communi cate to sal espeople the selling r ole and 

indicate to them how they can receive valued 

organization rewards in exchange for successful 

performance" (17) . This could be a form of autocratic 

leadership in a modern disguise . Additionally, 
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transformat ional leadership relat es to a long term 

perspective where the manager is successful i n 

convinci ng the representative to transcend his own 

self- interests for the good of the organization as a 

whole . This in turn, motivates the employee to succeed 

for alternative reasons . The manager that accomplishes 

this task, in the long run, gains r espect f or investi ng 

in the individual (19) . 

The conceptual leadership model , as Peter Senge , 

the author of The Fi fth Discipline, states that it is 

"about helping people make sense of what ' s going on 

around them . and making people feel that 

complicated and challenging things can be done" 

("Management" 3B} . No mor e and no less , Peter Senge i s 

discussing a l eadersh ip styl e t hat is a li t tle 

democratic and a little free-rein because the role of 

the leader is to expla in t he issues , but the solutions 

rest with the indivi dua ls as a whole . 

It i s quite obvious that leadership plays a r ole 

wi t hin certain parameters for the sales industry, 

however , it i s a t wo way street . Almost always , a 

r e lationship exists bet ween a manager and a sales 

representative . This is not to say that it is always a 

positive relationship . In the 1990s , each participant 



in this relationship has a r ole with regard to 

motivati on . Strutton and Pelton, from the University 

of Southwestern Louisiana and the University o f North 

Texas respectively, reveal: 

The ability of management t o preserve long-term, 
mutually committed relationships with their 
salespeople likely exercises a substantial 
infl uence on the success of sales organizations . 
Solidarity is the general contracting norm that 
binds such managerial-subordinate relationships 
together ( 153) . 
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Therefore, one might suggest that a greater degree of 

freedom to conduct their bus iness affairs may challenge 

and intellectua lly stimulate the salesperson to satisfy 

a portion of their hierarchy of needs . It is 

imperative that the risk and accountability associated 

with this type of relationship be recognized in full by 

both parties involved. 

The i mportance of motivating a sales force is 

quite obvious and understandable for anyone . It is for 

the good of the organization, so that the people it 

employs, will still be employed . The corporate world, 

regardless of the indust ry, has seen competition reach 

new peaks. A successful corporation and a winning 

culture is one of the best morale builders that is in 

the control of each organization . A great first step 



for the management team is creating an environment 

within which the sales personnel may succeed . 
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In summary, motivational and personality theories 

are the building block for understanding individuals 

and their behaviors along with an understanding of how 

salespeople have been led in the past and a few proven 

new ideas for the future are extremely important 

faculties for the successful manager. The important 

moti vational theories discussed include : 

Maslow' s Hierarchy of Needs 

Herzberg' s Two Factor Theory 

Skinner's Theory of Human Behavior 

Vroom' s Expectancy Theory 

Additionally, The personality assessment theories 

discussed include : 

Washington University Sentence Completion 

Test . 

Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory . 

Gough and Heilbr un Adjective Check List 

In a relative nature , the functional leadership 

styles followed to include; the autocratic leader, the 

democratic or participative leader , and the free-rein 

leader . 



Finally, a discussion with regard to the sales 

manager - sales representative relationship and 

specific roles for each in the 1990s brings about the 

necessity for educational progress on behalf of both 

parties to insure success in the future . 

15 

The purpose of this study is to provide a manual 

for sales managers illustrating the most positive means 

for motivating sales representatives to excel in their 

given field . 



Chapter II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

During the past t hirty years, managers and 

employees have seen numerous articles and books 

published on the topic of motivation , all of which 

clai m to provi de success to both parti es . The range of 

ideas include a total responsibi l ity on behalf o f the 

individual to completely motivate themselves and be 

thankful for the opportunity to be employed to the 

opposite end of the spectrum whi ch includes t he total 

obligation resting with the organization for job 

sati sfact ion and motivating employees to perfo rm 

quality work . First and f oremost , the exact formula 

has not been proven and the most recent literature 

supports a theory resting somewhere c lose to the 

midpoint o f t he two extremes . David G. Myers , a socia l 

psychologist, discusses an application f or both 

management and employees in his book The Pursuit o f 

Happiness . The root of happiness obviously res t s with 

individuals and the degree of control over these 

aspects definitely affects t heir performance . The 

parameters include: 
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■ Self- esteem (happy people like 
themselves) . 

■ Personal control (happy people believe 
t hey choose their destiny) . 

■ Optimism (happy people are hope- filled) . 
■ Extraversion (happy people are outgoing) . 

(108-19) 

Additionally, Myers comments , 

... work is also a search for daily meaning 
as well as daily bread, for recognition as 
well as cash, for astonishment rather than 
torpor ; in short, for a sort of life rather 
than a Monday through Friday sort of dying . 
Thr ough our work we define ourselves, even 
leave a legacy that adds meaning to our 
living. ( 127-128) 

In general , managers and employees are individuals 

firs t and the degree of happiness with a current 

situation will determine the outcome of motivation to 

succeed in their assignments . 

17 

In retrospect , one might conclude that managers 

and employees in America have been invol ved in a shift 

of needs , wants , and concerns over the last few 

decades . A reference to Maslow' s hierarchy of needs 

would show the complete satisfaction of the physical 

needs for exis tence and a search for self - esteem and 

self-actualization through the work environment. 
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Although happiness, or the pursuit of , has many 

interpretations, one could argue that this i s a search 

for complacency. Judith Bardwick, author of Danger In 

The Comfort Zone , defines complacency through her model 

of entitlement; 

Entitlement is what I have been seeing in 
American corporations : people not ~eally 
contributing, but still expecting to get 
their regular raise , their scheduled 
promotion. When this rich nation stopped 
requiring performance as a condition for 
keeping a job or getting a raise, it created 
a widespread attitude of Entitlement . 
Entitlement destroys motivation . It lowers 
productivity . In the long run it crushes 
self- esteem . And despite the layoffs of 
recent years, it is epidemic in this country . 
( 3) 

This is a powerful accusation directed at both 

management and employees . First , management for 

allowing the situation to occur while reveling in 

success that quite obviously has caught up to them in 

recent years in a variety of industries . Secondly, the 

employees for parti c ipating in such pretending at the 

risk of their own self- esteem and pride in their work 

ethic . Bardwick encourages corporations to motivate 

toward excellence; 

When we think about what we need to do to 
create and sustain high levels of morale in 
organizations, we never think of hard work 
and pressure to produce . And yet, where 



would you expect morale to be higher? In a 
rich organization where carpets are deep .. 
. and there is all the time in the world to 
investigate and discuss and write reports , or 
in the ent repreneur ial organization where . . 
. the whole thing will sink or swim depending 
on the quality and speed with which they can 
produce a new idea .. .. The best moral e 
builder , the greatest motivator , is success, 
that is , earning the status of being a 
winner . (55) 
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On a similar note, Ken Blanchard, co- author of The One 

Minute Manager and numerous other publications , 

comments that , 

Today' s leading organizations share a 
commitment to constant improvement . They 
believe they' re going to be better tomorrow 
than they were yesterday , better next week 
than last week, . ... To make that happen, 
you have to overcome people ' s inertia and 
resistance . Few peopl e want to be pushed, 
but they need to be . (20) 

In his book , See You At The Top, Zig Ziglar 

supports the positi on that a majority of motivation 

arises from within individuals . "Success is determined 

by taking the hand you were dealt and uti lizing it to 

the very best of your ability" (330) . Taking it one 

step further, " ... desire is the ingredient that 

makes the difference bet ween an average performer and a 

champion" (333) . 



Therefore, it is easy to recognize the dilemma 

facing corporations , managers , and employees 
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considering the relative myriad of messages on the 

newest and latest guarantees for success in an almost 

never ending state of change in the business world . 

Additionally, the time exists where companies are being 

forced to reengineer business processes in an effort to 

be competitive . In a recent study conducted by James 

Champy' s consulting firm and the co-author of 

Reengi neeri ng The Corporation , a vast majority of U. S . 

companies have a formal reengineering program started 

or are about to begin one . Another survey produced by 

Pitney Bowes Management Services reveals that three

fourths of employees fear the loss of their job . The 

underlying theme to Champy' s reengineering process 

includes the aspect of motivation that begins with a 

reengi neering of management ' s role i n business . He 

views this new role as , " . . . a motivator . What 

managers should do is mobilize workers to deal with 

what I think is going to be constant change in the 

marketplace and i n the company .... but they must 

still be accountable for the output" (18-20) . 

Dennis Waitley, author of Empires of the Mind : 

Lessons to Lead and Succeed in a Knowl edge Based World, 

is in agreement with Champy and comments , 
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U. S . managers try to do it simply by teJ ling 
thei r staffs to work harder . For e xample , I 
met some people coming out of an "empowerment 
meeting" las t week, and they said , ' We ' ve 
just been assigned to a self-directed work 
team. Management told us , you' re on the 
team. It ' s going to be a winning t eam. 
You ' re going to work together . And here ' s 
what you ' re going to do .' (96) 

21 

In theor y, corporate management as a whole agrees with 

the concepts, however, the release of control has not 

yet surpassed the ingrained patterns and habits of the 

majority of authoritarian styles of management that 

still exists in t he business world . This i s directly 

related to a lack of accurate assessment and 

accountabil i ty tool s coinc iding with Bardwick ' s theory 

of non- productive enti t lement . Hence , the rhetoric 

f r om management teams with regard to empowerment and 

the reengineering concepts have spawned a fear in 

employees t o create the perception of productive work 

in an effort to keep their jobs . The revolving circle 

of responsibility along with fear definitely has a 

negative effect on motivation and quality of work 

performed in the business world . 

There are not many industries , if any, that have 

escaped the situation and one particular field, within 

these industries , has more pressure than the others . 

The sales field brings increased pressure because the 



success of most companies revolves around the ability 

to sell their products and services to suppor t the 
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other functions of the company . Therefore, one can see 

the importance of high morale and motivation in this 

field . 

The empirical research to date provides many 

conceptual models and theories relating to motivation, 

job satisfaction, and expected performance . Dubinsky, 

et al , believes, "Sales managers can have a dramatic 

influence on t heir sales subordinates . .. depending 

upon the leadership approach adopted, as well as , 

manager/salesperson relationships . . " (17) . In 

their study, three types of leadership styles were 

contrasted against one another to illustrate the effect 

transformational leadership can create versus laissez

faire and transactional leadership style. Dubinsky 

defines the three styles : 

• Laissez-faire leaders abdicate their 
responsibilities and avoid making 
decisions . Subordinates working under 
this kind of supervisor basically would be 
left to their own devices to execute their 
job responsibilities . 

• Transactional leaders identify and clarify 
for subordinates their job tasks and 
communicate to them how successful 
execution of those tasks will lead to 
receipt of desirable job rewards . 

• Transformational supervisors adopt a long
term perspective. Rather than focusing 
solely on their employees or themselves, 
they also focus on future needs ; rather 



than being concerned with short term 
problems or opportunities ... such 
individuals tend to be leaders rather than 
merely managers . (18-19) 

The sample included two hundred participants and the 

data was analyzed using appropriate statistical 
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methods. A final analysis showed a minimal effect on 

work outcome for the laissez-faire style of management 

and a substantial, but relatively equal comparison of 

work outcome for the transactional vs. transformational 

leadership styles . Dubinsky comments , "In essence, the 

results provide some empirical support for using sales 

management practices that are designed around 

contingent reward motivational processes" (25) . 

Additionally, the results are limiting due to the 

nature of transformational leadership and the fact that 

sales personnel work closely with a wide variety of 

people inside and outs ide of the company and only one 

of these people is the manager . Given this scenario, a 

manager woul d need to spend a great deal o f time in an 

effort to build a successful relationship that is 

extremely important to this style of management. This 

limiting factor does not di scount the value of 

transformational leadership, but adds support to the 

importance of transactional leadership and contingent 

motivational rewards for performance. 
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In a s imilar study, Strutton and Pelton test the 

degree of the manager/salesperson relationship which is 

affected by the organizations psychological climate . 

The underlying theme relates, 

The ability of management to preserve long
term, mutually committed relat i onships with 
their salespeople likely exercises a 
substantial influence on the success of a 
sales organization . Solidarity is the 
general contracting norm that binds such 
managerial-subordinate relationships 
together . (153) 

In general , their hypothesis suggests that salespeople 

who have a high degree of solidarity view the level of 

autonomy, cohesiveness , fairness , innovativeness , and 

recognition in a more positive perspective than 

salespeople who do not possess this form of 

relationship with .management (153) . As one might 

expect, the results supported the hypothesis and 

further demonstrates the role managers play in the area 

of job satisfaction and motivation . Strutton and 

Pelton add, 

The propensity toward conflict within 
interpersonal relationships is a natural fact 
of the human condition .... Salespeople who 
invest solidarity in their relationships with 
their managers are more likely to go to the 
managers for help with job-related problems , 
boosting the likelihood that those problems 
or any subsequently emergent conflict can be 
successfully managed . (168) 
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Once managers have developed the relationsh i ps to 

foster an appropriate climate , it is important f or them 

to search for what motivates salespeople to act . 

Wesley J . Johnston and Keysuk Kim performed a study 

which looked at performance, attribution, expect ancy 

and its relat i on to motivation . The basis of the study 

begins wi th an explanat i on of t he Walker, Churchbill , 

and Fords f ormula adapted from Vrooms original 

expectancy theory. The Formula; 

Motivation = Expectancy x Valence 

• Expectanc y - The sales person ' s estimate of 
the probability that expending a given amount 
of effort on task I will l ead to an improved 
level of performance on some performance 
dimension j . 

• Valence - for performance dimension j . The 
salesperson ' s perception o f t h e desirability 
of attaining an improved level of performance 
on dimension j (68). 

The researchers began the project by assessing whether 

salespeople make different assessments about t heir 

performance . More Directly, " . . . does self-serving 

bias (i.e . , the tendency to take credi t f or success and 

deny responsibility f or failure) hold in sales 

situations as evidenced in t he social psychology 

literature" (7 0) . The results show that salespeople do 

tend to attribute failure to a variety of problems 



other than their lack of ability and that the link 

between this process and expectations influences 

motivation to work . Therefore, a clear understanding 

2 6 

of psychological aspects surrounding this theory is 

paramount for managers to effecti vely coach salespeople 

in a direction that sati sfies their minds as well as 

motivates them to get out on the risk curve . 

Delving further into the psychological aspects o f 

salespeople , an introduction of personality styles is 

prudent . A recent article published in "Sales and 

Marketing Management" groups salespeople into four 

categories . First, the competitor is qualified by the 

person who truly hates to lose a t anything . This type 

of person loves to beat the competition and even 

colleagues . For this individual to really be 

satisfied, someone has to lose or there has to be a 

clear cut order of placing. Second, the achiever is 

classified by the person who i s goal oriented and self

motivated. This person is rarely out to satisfy an ego 

and i s driven to accomplish the objectives that have 

been set. Third is the ego-driven salesperson who 

craves much more than plaques and trips . Thi s person 

loves to give advice or be consider ed a mentor to 

someone who will place them on a pedestal. Finally, 

the service oriented salesperson possess strengths i n 
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their ability to form relationships and show empathy 

for their c lients situations (89-92) . The Gallup 

Management Consulting Group says that , "Al l four 

salespeople a re top performers . All regularly surpass 

quota . All are equally driven - but by different 

needs" (89) . 

Geoffrey Brewer , in an article "Mind Reading : What 

Drives Top Salespeople To Greatness11 agrees three fold 

with the Gallup Management Consulting Group and cites 

Harvey Mac kay, Chairman and CEO of Mac kay Envelope 

Corporat i on and author of , Swim With The Sharks Without 

Being Eaten Alive , "But al l great salespeople have one 

thin g in common : an unrelenting drive to excel . . 

There' s a hunger in them to continuously improve" (84) . 

The most important concept underlying these comments 

reverts back to the necessity of the manager to gather 

all the mechanisms and tools made available by the 

company and tailor a plan for each salesperson on an 

indivi dual bas is t o challenge and motivate them by 

satisfying their needs . Suggestions for st i mulation 

include : 

• The compet itor - any symbol that shows 
t h ey have won - monthly standings , 
plaques , t r ips . 

• The achiever - iden t i fy areas of strength 
and weakness and set goals together . 
Someti mes the goals they set f or 



themselves are more stringent than company 
expectations . 

• The ego- driven - use the mentor avenue to 
increase production or seek advice about 
decisions to b e made . 

• The service oriented - tell their success 
stories publicly or give them larger 
expense accounts because entertaining 
customers is important to them. (89-92) 
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Brewer adds an additional management perspective in an 

effort to illustrate the importance of these concepts : 

Sure , understanding the psychology of your 
best salespeople sounds great in theory . But 
frankly, some sales executives might think 
this is nothing but New Age psycho-babble . 
We ' ve got widgets to sell , dammit ! Who has 
time to play shrink? Well, t his is far more 
than some academic exercise . Simply put : 
Managers who make a concert ed effort to 
understand what motivates their top 
performers get results . (88) 

In addition to the psychological concepts of 

motivation, a very important piece to the puzzle 

concerns compensat ion . Because compensation plays a 

significant role in motivation, there has been 

difficulty designing the most effect ive plan for 

optimum results . The struggle consi sts between the 

belief that strict commi ssion gives the salesperson all 

the incentive to work that is needed, however, t he 

p ressure t o make monthly payments in a volatile market 

can be counterproductive and result i n high turnover . 
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The opposite end of the spectrum includes a strict 

salary and as Judith Bardwick inferred, thi s may breed 

complacency and entitlement . Therefore, an 

introduction of the theories on the compensation 

cont i nuum i s valuable. There are f i ve basic methods 

used to structure compensation plans for sales 

per sonnel . Table 1 shows the possibilities, as well 

as , the percentage of usage of each particular 

structure based on a survey of companies in the United 

States . 

Table 1 

Methods of Compensati on for Sales Personnel 

Method 

Salary only 
Commission only 
Sal ary and Commission 
Salary and Individual bonus 
Salary plus Commission plus bonus 

Percentages 

20 . 3 
6 . 3 

33 . 4 
32 . 0 

7 . 7 

Source : ECS , a Wyatt Data Services Company, Sales and 
Marketing Personnel Report, 32nd edi tion . As cited in 
Compensation Management by Richard Henderson (1989) . 

This information places a perspective on the popularity 

of the different methods f or compensating sales people 

to reach specific goals of the organization . Tallitsch 

and Moynahan found in a recent survey that , "The most 
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prevalent pay plan for field sales representatives is a 

guaranteed salary plus sales commissions ll (34) . 

Additionally, Table 2 shows the per£ormance criteria 

most widely used to determine the amount of reward or 

commission to be dispersed. 

Revenue generated 
Profit generated 
Profit margin 
Other 

Table 2 

Performance Criteria 

66% 
21 % 

9% 
4% 

Source : Compensation & Benefits Review. Exhibit from 
"Fine-Tuning Sales Compensation Programs ,'' by John 
Tallitsch and John Moynahan (1994) . 

The authors found it intriguing that there was a lack 

of attention or reward given for profit generation 

versus reven11e generation . Therefore, the 

recommendation to overhaul the compensation program i n 

an effort to achieve more valuable and specific goals 

for the organization is easily understood. 

There are numerous tactics to tweak the five basic 

methods of sales compensation . Tallitsch and Moynahan 

suggest paying high sales performers an above market 

bonus and low sales performers a below market bonus if 
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the company' s objective is to gain a competi tive sales 

advantage . This sends two messages to the sales force. 

First, the high performers are valued and second, the 

l ow performers should improve performance or 

voluntarily resign . The following example illustrates 

one idea for employers to consider when specific goals 

need to be attained . 

Assume that you ranked all your juni or sales 
representatives based on performance and, 
consequently, magnitude of incentive payout . 
Table 3 might reflect your performance and 
incentive payout hierarchy . Note that the 
"outstanding" performer recei ved an incentive 
payout 3 . 8 times the amount received by the 
"on quota" performer ($24 , 000/$7 , 800 = 3 . 08 , 
rounded) . Thus, 3 . 08 is your incentive 
multiple-an indicator of the degree to which 
your incentive plan pays high performers 
unlike low performers . 
Assume also that the 90th percentile payout 
in the marketplace reflects "outstanding" 
performance and the 50th reflects an "on 
quota" payout, and the incentive multiple for 
"outs tanding" vs . "on quota11 performance is 
5 . 16. Your incentive payout multiple of 3 . 08 
is not as performance discriminating as the 
rnarke tplace . ( 36) 
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Table 3 

Your Company' s Performance and Incentive Payout 
Hierarchy for Junior Sales Representatives 

Performance Level Population % Incentive Payout 

Outstanding 90th $24 , 000 
Excellent 7 5 th $15,400 
"On Quota" 50th $ 7,800 
Minimum Acceptable 25Lh $ 3 , 300 

Source : Compensation & Benefits Review . Exhibit from 
" Fine-Tuning Sales Compensation Programs , " by John 
Tallitsch and John Moynahan (1994) . 

The multiple factor example is only one part of the 

equation. Setting objective strategic performance 

measurements is an integral part in the des igning of 

the compensation plan . Table 4 accurately describes 

areas for consideration . 
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Table 4 

Measurements of Salesforce Performance 

Account Penetration - Measures the percent of accounts 
from which the sales person secures orders . It 
provides a d irect measure of whether the salesperson is 
working all accounts systematically. 

New Account Conversion Ratio - Gauges the salesperson' s 
ability to transform prospects into customers . 

Lost Account Ratio - Appraises how well the salesperson 
keeps accounts as ac tive customers and reflects on how 
well established accounts are served . 

Sales Per Account Ratio - Indicates the salesperson' s 
success per account average . A low ratio could 
indicate the salesperson is spending t oo much time 
calling on small , unprofitable accounts and not enough 
time calling on larger ones. One could also look at 
the sales per account ratio by class of accounts , which 
can reveal the selling strengths and weaknesses of each 
salesperson . 

Order Cancellation Ratio - Reflects the salesperson ' s 
method of selling- a very high ratio could mean t he 
sal esperson is using high- pressure tactics to secure 
orders , rather than satisfactorily handling customer 
concerns . 

Source : Compensation & Benefits Review. Exhibit from 
"Fine-Tuning Sales Compensation Programs , " by John 
Tallitsch and John Moynahan (1994) . 

In a related survey conducted by Li s sy and 

Morgenstern , t he annual bonus structure is shown to be 

the most f avored program . " The survey f ound that 78 . 2% 

of companies have at least one bonus or other type of 

variable pay plan, an 8 . 6% increase in the last year 
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and a 12 . 9% increase over the last t wo years" (18) . 

Historically, variable pay was used mostly at the 

executive level , however, the competitive market forces 

have contributed to the more widespread usage of this 

f ormat at different levels of organizations . The 

future of variable pay is unknown because of the 

flexibility associated with this program . Companies 

are able to manipulate and format this system to reach 

certain corporate wide objectives . Schuster and 

Zinghe im, in their book The New Pay, illustrate a few 

areas of change to this form of pay in the 1990' s : 

■ Formation of employee- organization 
partnerships 

■ Improved collaboration between 
organi zations and employees 

■ Primary emphasis on cust omer interests 
■ Organizational success affecting all 

rewards 
■ Downplaying of tenure and entitlement 
■ Quality and customer value initiatives 
■ Experimentation with new reward programs . 

( 156) 

In a contrasting opinion , Harold Novick believes that 

balancing commiss i ons may result in an opportunity 

lost . The example given relates the fear of 

manuf acturer representatives doing such a good job with 

a specific orgar1ization that they might be replaced by 

direct selling (11) . This perspective coincides with 
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the sales representative that believes the rewards are 

not worth the risk and effort to exceed the expected 

quota figures and relies on just making the average . 

This outlook is definitely lost opportunity and may 

suggest the need for evaluation. 

Accurately assessing performance is a key portion 

of the compensation pie and can serve to be motivating 

and stimulating if approached correctly . The annual 

performance review is the normal course managers take 

for filling this necessary part of compensation . 

However , an article in the Wall Street Journal by 

Timothy Schellhardt supports the notion of doing away 

with yearly evaluations in favor of a more simpl i stic 

approach. " ... managers sit down with employees and 

ask s imple questions to determine what employees think 

they have accomplished and what they expect to 

accomplish in the coming yearn (AS) . The rationale for 

this format is to alleviate the negative feelings 

associated with evaluations. Even positive evaluations 

tend to be perceived as negative due to the focus of 

the individual being evaluated . Many managers do not 

take the t ime to gather all the necessary information 

for an accurate assessment of performance and sometimes 

ask employees to fill out the forms for them . The 

standards for evaluation must be clear and concise , but 
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the stress involved on behalf of each party can have a 

negat ive motivating effect on employees . For example , 

Schellhardt quotes Winston Connor, vice-president for 

Huntsman Chemical Corp ., "They pull out last year ' s 

review, update it and do it quickly and . t hey use 

the annual review to dump all the negatives collected 

over an entire year on an employee" (1) . Therefore, it 

woul d make sense to try to shed some of that pain by 

changing the system. However, corporations a r e not 

interested in releasing more control under the guise of 

legal aspects and defense mechanisms in wrongful 

termination suits . This article has a contrasting view 

in comparison with previous comments from Judy Bardwick 

and Ken Blanchard . Therefore , this idea may be just 

that , an i dea , but a look at different views is prudent 

in this presentation of motivati ona l factors in the 

business world and more specifically the field of 

sales. 

The compensati on and evaluation tool s used to 

motivate salespeople are extremely important ; however , 

the non- cash rewards or benefits play a valid rol e in 

the motivation of salespeople . In his book, 1001 Ways 

To Reward Employees , Bob Nelson comments, 

Few management concepts are as solidly 
founded as the idea that positive 



reinforcement- rewarding behavior you want 
repeated-works . In fact , in t oday' s business 
climate, rewards and recognition have become 
more important than ever for several reasons : 
Managers have fewer ways to influence 
employees and shape their behavior . Coercion 
is no l onger an opti on ; managers increasingly 
must serve as coaches to indirectly influence 
rather than demand desired behavior . 
Employees are increasingly being asked to do 
more and to do it more autonomously . To 
support l ooser contr ols , managers need to 
create work environments that are both 
positive and reinforcing (XI) . 

Ken Blanchard, co-author of The One Minute 
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Manager, is in full agreement . He comments "If there ' s 

one thing I ' ve learned in my life, it ' s the fact that 

everyone wants to be appreciated . This goes for 

managers as well as employees" (ix) . There are f ive 

successful techniques used to motivate employees in a 

non-cash method . Bob Nelson quotes a study performed 

by Dr . Gerald H. Graham, professor of management at 

Wichita State University : 

■ The manager personally congratulates 
employees who do a good job . 

■ The manager writes personal notes about 
good performance. 

■ The organization uses performance as the 
basis for promotion . 

■ The manager publicly recognizes employees 
for good performance . 

■ The manager holds morale- building meetings 
to celebrate successes . (2) 



The non- cash form of reward can be the icing on the 

cake and the necessary piece of the puzzle to make 

average sales people move to action , performing like 

champions . Managers must initiate the steps and take 

the time to propel their representatives to higher 

levels . 
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In s ummary, motivating employees and more 

specifically, sales personnel is a diffi cult task. The 

literature review for this chapter reveals many 

thoughts and ideas concern ing this issue . The optimum 

results must i nvol ve the psychology behind what 

motivates individuals to action and the tools that most 

appropri ately fill this need . In the future , managers 

must be given the tlme to more accuratel y assess all 

t he aspects of motivation and be less concerned with 

the paperwork and other issues demandi ng of their t i me . 

The di ffer ing of opinions within t he business world on 

the best means for reachi ng specific goals and 

objecti ves in the field of sales creates the need for a 

r eference document tha t addr esses these areas . The 

proposed manual on How To Motivate Sal es Personnel will 

address these issues and p lace a perspective on the 

necessary aspects to achieve maximum performance from 

empl oyees . 



Chapter III 

METHODS AND EVALUATION 

Materials 

The motivational manual (Appendix A) i s intended 

to stimulate the thoughts of sales managers who are 

respons ible and interested in motivating their sales 

people to perform at a higher level. To accomplish 

this goal, the manual cover s the following areas : 

■ Motivational Theory 

■ Personality Types 

■ The Role Managers Play 

■ Sales Personnel Responsibility 

■ Different Motivational Techniques 

The individual manager or managers who choose to 

read this manual should gain an addi t i onal perspective 

with regard to motivating people and most certainly 

recognize the importance of this topic in the field of 

sales . Furthermore, this manual should provide ideas 

and generate creative thinking for managers who are 

seeking different avenues to move their people toward 

specific goals . For the manager who is seeking clear 

cut answers and guarantees, this manual will not 

provide that kind of security . 
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Procedure 

The first step involved the selection of potential 

evaluators of the proposed manual . Each of the two 

individuals was contacted by phone and asked if they 

would be willing to be a part of the project. Each was 

offered a two week time frame to complete the survey . 

A follow-up phone call was made to each evaluator at 

the mid- point of the two week time frame for assessment 

of a timel y completion of the project . Once the 

evaluations were completed, an additional phone call 

was made to evaluators to discuss their comments. 

Instrument 

Each evaluator was given a copy of the 

introductory letter (Appendix B), the background data 

sheet (Appendix C), the manual questionnaire (Appendix 

D), and the proposed manual . The introductory letter 

described the reason for developing the manual , and the 

process the reader should follow duri ng the evaluation . 

The background data sheet provided data with 

respect to the evaluator ' s credibility and expertise in 

the field of sales. The manual questionnaire was used 

to formulate the comments from the evaluators and 

provide consistency in responses . The questionnaire 

was formatted in an open ended question style to gather 
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as much knowledge and experience from the evaluators as 

possi b le . 

Subjects 

Two people were selected to evaluate the proposed 

manual for Motivating Sales Personnel . The criteria 

established f or potential subjects incl uded : 

■ A minimum of f ive years experience in field 

sales management. 

■ Currently in a field sales management position . 

■ In possession of a Bachelor ' s degree . 

The first evaluator is Mike Woodruff . He i s 

currently the Endocrine West Dis t rict Sales Manager for 

Eli Lilly and Company . Mr . Woodruff has been i nvolved 

with numerous assignments with Lilly over the last 

seventeen years . The following are examples of his 

experi ence within sales and marketing : 

■ Endocrine Wes t District Sales Manager 

(Dallas TX) 6/94-present . 

■ Corporate Accounts Manager (Indianapolis , 

IN) 10/92- 5/94. 

■ Retail Sales Manager (Detroit, MI) 1/89-

9/92 . 

■ Regional Personnel Representative 

(Indianapolis) 6/88-12/88 . 



■ Associate Manager Marketing Plans 

(Indianapolis , IN) 10/86-5/88 . 

■ Associate Manager Sales Training 

(Indianapolis, IN) 11/84-9/86 . 

■ Specialty Sales Representative (Houston, 

TX) 7/82-10/84. 

■ Retail Sales Representative (Tyler , TX) 

12/80-6/82 . 

Mr . Woodruff is a graduate of the University of Texas 

with a Bachelor of Science degree in pharmacy. 
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The second evaluator is David Stewart . He is 

currently the District Sales and Operations Manager for 

Nellcor Puritan Bennett , Inc . Mr . Stewart has served 

in this capacity since 1975 . He is a graduate of West 

Georgia College with a Bachelor of Science degree in 

Business Administration. Additionally, Mr . Stewart has 

taken several courses in the area of sales and 

motivation to include : 

■ Dale Carnegie training seminar 

■ Professional Sales Training Systems 

seminar . 

■ Xerox training seminar. 

The two evaluators chosen to review the manual on 

"Motivating Sales Personnel" have encountered numerous 

situations and issues in the field of sales and have 



well over twenty years of combined experience in this 

area . 
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Chapter IV 

RESULTS 

The following chapter is a culmination of the 

responses to a questionnaire designed to assess the 

proposed manual on "Motivating Sales Personnel ." The 

questionnaire was structured in an open-ended question 

format . This particular style was chosen to gather as 

much knowledge and experience as possible from each 

evaluator . A detailed statistical analysis of 

responses gathered with different survey structuring 

techniques is believed to be of limited value due to 

the limited sample size and the nature of the project . 

The first section of this chapter presents 

information gathered from the background data sheet 

regardi ng a question surrounding problems or issues 

each evaluator had encountered during their respective 

tenure as a sales manager . Section two presents the 

detailed responses to the questionnaire . The final 

section presents data gathered from a follow- up phone 

call to each evaluator for additional explanation of 

responses and suggestions for improvement to the 

manual . 
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The evaluators were asked to respond to a 

provoking question regarding i ssues or problems they 

have struggled with or addressed as a sales manager 

with regard to moti vation . The following is a summary 

of their responses : 

■ Many sales personnel do not have a clear 
understanding of the business uni t 
strategy . 

■ Many subordinates are relatively young 
with minimal job experi ences and exposure 
to diff erent corporate cultures . 
(business maturi ty) 

■ Limited resources and span of control 
contribute to a motivational issue . 

■ Motivation is a priority but lower on t he 
lis t and one that requires a personal 
touch with no formal corporate strategy 
for this aspect of the business . 

■ Ability to motivate is expected by 
superiors without formal training, 
resources , and t i me . 

■ Overcoming an " I don't care" attitude from 
specific indivi duals . 

The questionnaire contained eight open-ended 

questions beginning with general overview remarks and 

continuing with detailed remarks for each section of 

the manual . Question number one asked for an opini on 

regarding the coverage of appropriate material within 

the manual and three reasons for their affirmative or 

negative answer . The responses include: 
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■ The manual includes the proper 
motivational research. 

■ It provides methods for different types of 
sales people to be motivated. 

■ Specifically identifies sales managers 
role in motivating employees . 

■ Serves as a refresher . 
■ Serves as a reference (Bibliography) 
■ Provides a good summation of both 

extrinsi c and intrinsic rewards . (ideas) 

Question number two asked for a response regarding 

the logical sequence of information . Each evaluator 

responded favorably to this question . No suggestions 

were given for improvement in order of material . 

Question number three asked if the manual would 

fulfill the purpose for which it was written . Each 

evaluator answered favorably and listed three reasons 

for their response . 

■ Identifies direction managers need to take 
to motivate employees . 

■ It has ready application to a sales 
manager . 

■ Specifically identifies types of sales 
people . 

■ Organized refresher . 
■ Identifies multiple courses of action . 
■ Serves as a reference . 

Question number four seeks an opinion regarding 

the background information section and the degree of 

adequ.acy motivational theory is addressed . Each 
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evaluator answered yes and the following are the 

responses : 

■ It documents both statistical and 
behavioral background for different types 
of sales personnel . 

■ Asa sales manager , it covers the theory 
as well as needs . Leaves you with a 
comf ort level that the topic has been 
researched. 

Question number five asks for an opinion regarding 

the accuracy and completeness of the section on the 

sales managers role in motivation . Each evaluat or 

answered yes and the comments a re as follows : 

■ It documents how to effective l y motivate 
different types of sales personnel . 

■ Suggests a process for organizing and 
pos i tioning thoughts . 

■ Gives managers a good outline to follow 
for motivating employees . 

■ Good discussion on the non- motivational 
nature of annual reviews . 

■ Cover s both monetary and non- monetary 
rewards to motivate people . 

■ I agree with discussion on performance 
management . 

Question number six asks for an opinion regarding 

the accuracy and completeness o f the section on a sales 

representatives role in motivation . Each evaluator 

answered yes and the comments are as follows: 
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■ The manual documents different sales 
personnel personalities . 

■ The information is accurate based on roy 
experience . 

■ The manual describes what motivates each 
personality . 

■ The topics are covered and credible. 
■ In different companies-sales are cyclical 

and the manual covers bow to handle the 
highs and lows o f sales performance. 

Questions number seven asks for an opinion 

regarding the adequacy of coverage for the different 

motivational techniques section of the manual . Each 

evaluator answered yes and the comments are as follows: 

■ The manual adequately covers monetary and 
non-monetary motivational rewards. 

■ Many managers forget about the non
monetary motivational rewards. 

■ Good examples of extrinsic and intrinsic 
rewards with references. 

■ Encourages the use of creative rewards 
while staying within the boundaries of a 
company' s polici es. 

Question number eight asks for an opinion to "Real 

Worldn application for this manual . Each evaluator 

answered yes with additional comments . The comments 

are as foll ows : 
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■ The topics are thoroughly covered in 
theory . I woul d love to see additional 
discussion on both managing upward and 
downward to successfully motivat e sales 
representatives . Specifically, resources 
and time . Additionally, a discussion of 
the different motivational examples and 
the human resource consequences (legal) of 
differential treatment . 

■ This manual is thought provoking to a 
sales manager who is trying to improve 
performance via motivation of sales staff . 

The final portion of this chapter illustrates the 

information gathered from a follow-up phone 

conversation to each evaluator regarding additional 

explanation of responses on the questionnaire and any 

additional thoughts for improvement to the manual . 

Woodruff commented on the area of personality 

traits and was int erested in additional information 

concerning identification of specific personalities and 

how to change behavior for each personality. Secondly, 

he suggested a checklist or tracking sheet including 

various means to motivate personnel . Third , he 

suggested adding a few examples of the common 

"pitfalls" to the sales representative ' s section . The 

example he used was , "The rumor mill.'' Finally , he 

reiterated his remarks made in t he additional comments 

section to reinforce that resources and time are a 

major issue facing managers in most corporate 

situations where formal motivational training and the 
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funds to support this necessary issue are lower on the 

priority list . Furthermore , the legal aspects with 

respect to differential treatment for subordinates is a 

definite concern for managers in today' s environment . 

Stewart s uggested that there are numerous issues 

surrounding this topic, however , the manual provided a 

vehicle to stimulate creative thinking on the part of 

the manager based on h i s or her own sit uation . 

Addi tionally, motivation i s very personal in nature to 

both sides of a relationship and therefore requires a 

manager ' s personal touch for successful motivat i on of 

employees . 
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Summary 

Chapter V 

DISCUSSION 

The majority of comments received for the proposed 

manual on Motivating Sales Personnel were very positive 

in nature. For example , Woodruff comments, "Taken as a 

whole , I appreciate the opportunity to review thi s 

manual and I found the discussion helpful and relative 

in the 'Real World'". Although this remark reflects 

well upon the ultimate purpose for writing this manual, 

there is always room for improvement . The following 

part of this section will illustrate the responses to 

the questionnaire and present interpretation of the 

suggestions for improvement . 

First and foremost , a review of the purpose for 

which this manual was written is appropriate. 

Basically, this manual is intended to serve as a 

reference for managers to examine and refresh their 

memories for motivating sales personnel, as well as, 

stimulate and provoke creative ideas for accessing t he 

powerful resource of successful motivation . 

Historical, behavioral research has proven that people 
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who are positively motivated outperform those who are 

not . As a result of this premise , each evaluator 

responded favorably to the first question concerning 

the coverage of the appropriate material within t he 

manual. Stewart comments , " The manual includes the 

proper motivational research.ll Woodruff believes the 

manual, "Provides a good summation of both extrinsic 

and intrinsic rewards and ideas . ll Given the previous 

examples, one might contend that the manual covers the 

appropriate materia l pertinent to this specific topic. 

The format or layout of the material appears to be 

in a realistic and logical succession based on 

favorable responses to question number two . Although 

additional areas might be added to the manual in an 

effort to expand the s cope of the material , the overall 

format may be considered to be consistent , logical and 

in keeping with the purpose for which it was written . 

The fulfillment of the purpose for which this 

manual was written is highly individualized. Manager ' s 

use reference material in different manners with 

respect to t heir own personalities and knowledge base . 

For example, Woodruff comments , "It has ready 

application to a sales manager ." Additionally, Stewart 

believes the manual , " Identifies the direction a 

manager needs to take to motivate employees . " Both 



evaluators believe that the manual does serve it's 

purpose, but for different reasons . Therefore , it is 

reasonable to assume that for this project the manual 

does fulfill a purpose , however, a larger sample size 

may possibly reveal results wh ich are more wide 

ranging . 
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The background information section consisted 

largely of historical research and data with regard to 

motivation and human behavior . As one might imagine , 

there are volumes of information surrounding this 

topic . Therefore, the most widely accepted theories 

were presented to provide support for the necessi ty t o 

motivate sales personnel, as well as, driving prominent 

figures who developed these theories . Stewart 

comments , "It documents both statistical and behavioral 

background for different types of sales personnel." 

Today, managers neither have the time or the energy to 

wade through numerous documents o f motivational theory, 

however , a condensed, accurate version may prove to be 

very helpful . Woodruff comments , "As a sales manager, 

it covers the theory, as much as , the need. It leaves 

you with a comfort level that the topic has been 

researched.u Based on this reaction, it is reasonable 

to assume the background i nformation section is 

addressed sufficiently . 
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The section regarding a sales managers role in 

motivation revealed two suggestions for improvement to 

the manual . The addition of a tracking sheet or check 

list for use by a subordinate to follow the progress of 

a manager concerning motivational improvement was added 

to this section . This document is intended for 

managers to provi de to their sales personnel and 

returned or discussed in an effort to gauge their own 

performance in this area . Addi tionally, this may be 

v i ewed as a good faith gesture on behalf of the manager 

and prove to be a motivating factor in itself. Many 

times managers are viewed as being non- motivating and 

this checklist would allow a manager ' s subordinates to 

really examine what the manager actually does for them 

in this area . The sales representatives may not 

understand how good their situation may be with respect 

to being motivated to perform . 

The second suggestion centers on personality 

identification and the need for additional information 

in this section . This is obviously an important area 

of concern for managers, but personality identification 

is quite complex . A detailed explanation for this 

subsection of the manual would not be consistent with 

the scope and t h e purpose of this manual . However, 

there are references located in the works cited that 
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explain in greater depth personality identification . 

This suggestion, although not incorporated into the 

manual, reaches a goal with respect to the purpose o f 

this manual . That goal is stimulating and provoking 
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the t houghts of managers as to the necessity of 

personalizing the management of sales personnel down to 

the individual level . 

Even though the section on a sales managers role 

in motivation had a few suggestions, each evaluator 

responded favorably to the question. Stewart comments , 

"It gives a good outline to follow for motivating 

employees." On the same note, Woodruff comments, "Good 

discuss i on on the non- motivational nature of annual 

reviews." 

The section regarding the sales representatives 

role in motivation received favorable comments with one 

suggestion for improvement. The suggestion centers on 

the idea of the many "pitfalls" that sales 

representatives may be subject to during their 

respective tenure. This should help management 

personnel understand this issue more clearly . Woodruff 

gives the "rumor mill" as an example of a potential 

issue that may be counterproductive to motivation . 

Therefore, an addition to t his section was made in an 

effort to inform managers of some common issues, as 



well as, info rm the sales personnel who read this 

manual of hazards or traps invo lved in this area and 

the non-motivational effect it can have on the 

individual . 

The different motivational techniques section of 

the manual received favorable remarks plus one 

additional point of interest concerning the legal 
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aspect 0£ differential treatment for individuals . This 

is an important issue in today's environment, however, 

many companies handle this issue differently. 

Depending on a manager ' s specific situation and that 

particular corporations stance on this issue, the 

latitude of differential treatment will vary across the 

country. Therefore, a subsection regarding t his topic 

was not included in this manual due to the variety of 

application and the scope of this manual . It is , 

however, an important issue that managers must be aware 

of and seek out the answer for their respective 

situation. On a positive note for this section, 

Stewart comments, "The manual adequately covers 

monetary and non- monetary motivational rewards (many 

managers seem to forget the non- monetary rewards)." 

Once again, a goal of the manual is to re.mind managers 

about the impact of the different kinds of rewards 

(extrinsic - intrinsic) . Based on the previo us 
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c omment, one may assume that this section will 

contribute t o the overal l goa l of the manual . 
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The final aspect of the question naire seeks an 

opinion regarding the "Real Worldn appl ication of t his 

manual. The responses were favorable , which in turn , 

leads one to be l ieve that there is a need for 

info rmation on this subject. Furthermore the 

evaluators , in general, found it helpful and that it 

would serve its purpose . For example, Woodruff 

comments , "There is 'Real World' application of this 

manual. The topics are thoroughly covered i n theory . " 

Additionally, Stewart comments, "This manual is thought 

provoking to a sales manager who is trying to improve 

performance through mo tivational avenues." 

In summary, the previously discussed additions to 

the manual will prove to enhance the final product and 

a c complish the goals set f o rth in the purpose for which 

this manual was written . It is important to remember 

that this manual is not all i nclusive in nature and 

certainly will no t answer every question a manager has 

with regard to motivating sales personnel . However , 

based on the data gathered t hrough the implementation 

of the questionnaire, it will stimulat e and pro vo ke 

managers t o understand the necessity of mo tivation and 
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the powerful impact of creative rewards on individual 

motivation and performance. 

Limitations 
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There are four areas of concern regarding the 

limitations to this project . First, the sample size of 

eval uators of the manual is very small . This is not to 

suggest that the information gathered from the two 

evaluators was not accurate or beneficial . However, a 

topic of this kind is highly individualized and a 

larger sample size may have provided additional support 

for the general use of the manual . 

Second, the structure of the questionnaire may be 

leading the evaluator to respond in a specific manner. 

For example, all the questions asked for a yes or no 

confirmation of the question while asking for a list of 

reasons explaining their answer . This format was used 

t o gather as much personal knowledge and experience 

from each evaluator as possible . In an effort to be 

motivating, the evaluators may have responded 

positively to most of the questions . Therefore, the 

structure of the instrument may need to be evaluated in 

depth prior t o further use . 

Third, and closely related to the previous 

limitation, the potential for evaluator bias is a 
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factor in the project . This aspect, in part , is due t o 

the personal relationship the researcher shares with 

each eval uator . Regardless of the design of t he 

i nstrument , evaluator bias must be addressed to 

strengthen the credibility of the pro ject . 

The final limitation centers around the 

perspective from which the manual was written . A 

researcher who writes about a subject wi th no personal 

experi ences to draw upon or a limited perspective is 

subject to h a r sh criticism. Granted, the majority of 

information within the manual is drawn from outsi de 

sources , but the personal experiences of a researcher 

have proven to be e x tremely valuabl e in this particular 

area . 

Suggestions f or Future Research 

There seems to be no question as to the validity 

of this subject and the impact motivation has on the 

sales environmen t . Therefore , it is prudent to s uggest 

that ongoing research is a must in the always changing 

world of sales . One aspect deserving of attention 

consists of the sales representatives evaluation of the 

proposed manual. A researcher might include this data 

t o balance out the spectrum o f the motivational 

interchange , as well as , illustrate the agreement of or 
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disagreement with respect to the i nformation within the 

manual . 

Additionally, an evaluation of the manual by a 

corporate human resources department may be necessary 

to substantiate an initiative for formal trai ni ng of 

manage rs and sales personnel in t he area of motivation . 

There is no question that people who are motivated t o 

perform, outperform the competiti on. Successful 

implementati on of a program of this magnitude will 

definitely prove beneficial to t he company willing t o 

invest in this undertaking . 
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► 

I . Purpose 

The purpose o f this manual is to provide a 

reference f or managers to examine and refresh t heir 

memories on "How To Motivate Sales Personnel . " To 

accomplish this goal , the manual will cover the 

f o llowing topics : 

■ Motivational Theor y 

■ Personality Types 

■ The Role Managers Play 

■ Sales Personnel Responsibility 

■ Different Motivational Techniques 

The benefits derived from this manual may, in fact , be 

numerous , depend ing on the degree t o which an 

individual manager seeks to improve t he performance of 

the sales represent atives he/she manages . The 

individual who needs addi t i ona l incentive to read on 

will understand the posi t i ve effect increased sales 

projects to the bottom line and in t he long run 

increases stock performance . This , in many companies , 

affects a manager ' s financial compensation t hrough 

stock opti on pl a ns . Therefor e , t his manual will not 

only return a great deal o f persona l satisfaction for 

the manager who devel ops successful sales people , but 

a l so delivers the potential for financ i a l gain . A 
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famous author and motivational speaker in the business 

world, Zig Ziglar once said, "You can get anything in 

life you wan t, if you help enough other people get what 

t hey want " (40) . This is a powerful message! 



► 

II. Motivational Theory 

Motivation has been defined as the urge to push 

toward a specific goal. The psychology behind 

motivation is fascinating and has been studied for 

years . Most people are fami l iar with a few concepts , 

however, there are many . For example , 

■ Skinner ' s behaviorism t heory (1953) . 

■ Maslow' s need t heory (1954) . 

■ Freud' s psychodynamic theory (1 955 ) . 

■ Vroom' s expectancy theory (1964) . 
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■ Allport ' s and Cattell ' s trait theory (1961 and 

1 966 , respectivel y) . 

■ Herzberg' s two factor theory (1966) . 

■ Porter and Lawler ' s expectancy theory (1968) . 

Although this representation is not all- inclusive , it 

does reveal a vast cross-section of human behavior . 

The most notable theories re levant to the field of 

sales include : 

■ Maslow' s Heirarchy of Needs 

■ Herzberg' s Two Factor Theory 

■ Skinner' s Theory of Human Behavior 

■ Vroom' s Expec tancy Theory 



► 

Maslow' s theory (Figure 1 ) relates t o 

individuals seeking to satisfy their needs in a 

specific priority system . 

Figure 1 

Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs 

Selt-Fultl tlment 

Security/Safety 

Physical Comfort 
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Source : Compensation and Motivation . Exhi b i t from 
"Intrinsi c Incentive Compensation," by Thomas J . McCoy 
(1992) . 

This system includes : 

Physiologi cal needs - rel ating t o physica l 

comfort and basic biological functions of t he 

body satisfied, f o r example , by eating and 

sleepi ng . 

Safety needs - relating to protection from 

harm . 
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Social needs - relating to belonging and 

affection . 

Self-esteem needs - relating t o the feeling 

of one ' s importance and self-worth . 

Self- actualization needs - relating to the 

attainment of one ' s ultimate goals in l ife 

(McCoy 29) . 
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Although Maslow' s theory is second nature to most 

people due to the widespread coverage received in the 

educational system, it is simplistic in nature when 

extrapolated to the field of sales . Historically, many 

companies ' compensation plans addressed the lower 

echelon of the hierarchy, however , McCoy notes , " . 

many employees in t h e 1990s have shown themselves to 

focus less on the . lower levels of the hierarchy 

and more on the higher levels , which provide psychic 

rewards" (30) . Therefore , one might expect that 

successful salespeople in the 1990s continue to 

strengthen Maslow' s theory by their insatiable desire 

to satisfy one need after another . 

Herzberg' s theory, on the other hand, " ... 

believes that we have two sets of needs : one for 

positive satisfaction (motivation) and the other 

t o avoid physi cal deprivation . .. (hygiene)" (28) . 
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Even though the hygiene aspect of his theory is based 

on avoidance and escape from deprivation , Herzberg' s 

theory hinges on the individual fulfilling an intrinsic 

need f or psychological growth in the workplace . 

Therefore , one might say that the action taken by the 

individual to seek employment is two-fold in this 

theory . 

In comparison, the two theories have similarities 

and differences . For example , the first three levels 

of Maslow' s hierarchy of needs are similar to 

Herzberg ' s hygiene ' s category because both relate to 

the basic needs for existence . Additionally , 

Herzberg' s motivators category may be compared to 

Maslow' s self-esteem and self-actualization needs . The 

similarities are very generalized, while the 

differences are more specific . Maslow concludes , based 

on the hierarchy, that needs must be met in a certain 

order . Herzberg, alternatively, does not specify order 

in his depiction of motivation (28-29) . 

The work of B.F. Skinner (Figure 2) identified, 

" . that on an individual level , a stimulus will 

initiate behavior that will, in turn, generate a 

result" (33) . 
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Figure 2 

B. F . Ski nner's Behavi or Model 

Antecedent Behavior Consequences 
Initiates Employee ~ Business 
Ac tion Performan ce Results 

Feedback I 
Positive Reinforcement 

Source : Compensation and Motivation . Exhibit from 
"Intrinsic Incentive Compensation, " by Thomas J . McCoy 
( 1992 ) . 

This f inding is extremely important and relevant 

to the sales industry due to its behavior modification 

tendencies . In other words , sales people that engage 

in a positive experience because of a specific 

incentive , tend to repeat t he behavior . Obviously, 

this is a form of positive reinforcement and will be 

discussed in future sections . 

Vroom' s theory of expectancy (Figure 3 ) in 

simplistic terms is " . the willingness to expend 

effort on a task depends on two variables , expectancy 

and val ence" (Johnston 68) . In other words , a 

sal esperson examines the probability of reaching a 

higher performance level in relation to the effort that 

must be put forth to attain the improvement and the 
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individuals view or desire to reach this level of 

performance . 

Figure 3 

Expectancy Theory Model 
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Sales 
Effort 

---. Performance 
.... r-1 

Attribution Expectancy 
--+ success/Failure nternal/External Change 

St.lble/uns::able Incce't e rr-ease 

Past Performance 
Consistency/Consensus/ 
Distinctiveness 

~ _A_s_s_um_e_d_M_o_t_i_v_a_t_i_o_n_a_l_E_f_f_e_c_t_~r 

Source : Journal of Marketing . Exhibit from 
" Performance , Attribution, and Expectancy Linkages in 
Personal Selling," by Wesley J . Johnston and Keysuk Kim 
(1994) . 

In addition to several motivational theories , a 

discussion of a few different personality theories is 

prudent for the development of the relationship to the 

field of sales . 

III . Personality Types 

Personality is defined as the way one thinks , 

acts, feels , or behaves . Anastasi notes that the 

assessment of personality, " . . most often refers to 

measures of such characteristics as emotional states , 

interpersonal relations , motivation, interests , and 
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attitudes" {17) . The data collected from this type of 

assessment can be very helpful for the manager who is 

searching for specific interests and motivations of 

individual subordinates . 

The root of individual personality rests with the 

concept of one ' s self or personal construct . 

Loevinger, a researcher in the area of personality 

traits during the 1960s , used the Washington University 

Sentence Completion Test to measure the trait of 

personal perception and proposed that , "With increasing 

maturity, the individual progresses beyond such a 

stereotyped concept to a differentiated and realistic 

self- concept .. . and accept themselves for what they 

are" (636) . 

The Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory combines 

self- concept and self- esteem and proposes that , " .. 

this research relates to the effect of the individual ' s 

self- evaluation on his or her performance" {637) . 

Coopersmith began this research in the 1960s, and 

revisited or revised the approach in the early 1980s 

along with many other researchers fascinated with area 

of self-esteem and self-efficacy. 

Delving further into the psychological aspects of 

salespeople , an introduction of personality styles is 

prudent . A recent article published in "Sales and 
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Marketing Management" groups salespeople into four 

categories . First, the competitor is qualified by the 

person who truly hates to lose at anything . This type 

of person loves to beat the competition and even 

colleagues . For this individual to really be 

satisfied, someone has to lose or there has to be a 

clear cut order of placing . Second, the achiever is 

classified by the person who is goal oriented and self

motivated. This person is rarely out to satisfy an ego 

and is driven to accomplish the objectives that have 

been set . Third is the ego-driven salesperson who 

craves much more than plaques and trips . This person 

loves to give advice or be considered a mentor to 

someone who will place them on a pedestal . Finally, 

the service oriented salesperson possess strengths in 

their abili t y t o form relationships and show empathy 

for their client's situations (89- 92) . The Gallup 

Management Consulting Group says that, "All four 

salespeople are top performers . All regularly surpass 

quota . All are equally driven - but by different 

needs" ( 8 9) . 

Geoffrey Brewer , in an article "Mind Reading : What 

Drives Top Salespeople To Greatness" agrees three fold 

with the Gallup Management Consulting Group and cites 

Harvey Mackay, Chairman and CEO of Mackay Envelope 
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Corporation and author of, Swim With The Sharks Without 

Being Eaten Alive , "But all great salespeople have one 

thing in common : an unrelenting drive to excel .. 

There ' s a hunger i n them to continuously improve" (8 4 ) . 

The most important concept underlying these comments 

reverts back to the necessity of the manager to gather 

all the mechanisms and tools made available by the 

company, tailoring a plan for each salesperson . This 

plan should be on an individual basis to challenge and 

motivate the individual and satisfy their respective 

needs . Suggestions for stimulation include : 

• The competitor - any symbol that shows 
they have won - monthly standings, 
plaques , trips. 

• The a chiever - identify areas of strengt h 
and weakness and set goals together . 
Sometimes the goals they set for 
themselves are more stringent than company 
expectations . 

• The ego-driven - use the mentor avenue to 
increase production or seek advice about 
decisions to be made . 

• The service oriented - tell their success 
stories publicly or give them larger 
expense accounts because entertaining 
customers is important to them. (89-92) 

Brewer adds an additional management perspective in an 

effort to illustrate the importance of these concepts : 

"Sure, understanding the psychology of your best 

salespeople sounds great in theory . But frankly , some 
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sales executive s might think this is nothing but New 

Age psycho-babble . We ' ve got widgets to sell , dammit !" 

(88) . Who has time to play shrink? Well , this is far 

more than some academic exercise. Simply put : Managers 

who make a concerted effor t to understand what 

motivates their top performers get resul ts . (88) 

The background information previously discussed is 

a brief synopsis of scores of information and this is 

not a suggestion tha t a psychology degree is a 

necessity to motivate sales personnel . However , the 

inf ormation does provi de a reference f or the psychology 

behind why people do what they do and serves as a 

prelude to the depth of knowledge manager ' s must 

possess in an effort to effectively motivate people . 
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IV. The Sales Manager's Role 

First , and foremost , it is extremely important to 

recognize that the aspect of motivation of employees is 

only a fraction of the complete expectations of 

managers . Managers are responsible for : 

■ Planning 

■ Organizing 

■ Staffing 

■ Leading 

■ Controlling 

These specific functions occur at all levels o f 

management and motivation of employees falls under the 

controlling category . Although only a small part of 

the duties performed by management , it consumes 

approximately 50% of a manager's time . Motivating 

employees can have a dramatic effect on the other 

responsibilities and in other words , people are a 

company' s most valuable asset and complete 

communication and trust between the team makes the 

other aspects of the manager ' s duties more easily 

accomplished . 

The 1990s have seen many companies restructuring 

their compensation plans and how employees are 

evaluated . A few of the common formats consist of 
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total quality management and management by objectives . 

There seems to be a recent trend toward pay for 

performance or performance management . The evaluat i on 

process is a logical place to begin in consider ation of 

motivating factors . Historically, the appraisal 

process took place on an annual basis and managers 

would spend a few weeks before the end of the year 

collecting all the informat i on t hey believed they 

needed to complete the task . Some managers would even 

ask employees to fill out t heir own performance 

appraisal and consider that a completed exercise . 

Performance management , which may be the best process 

to this date , stresses a continual process during the 

year . The pr ocess includes planning, feedback and 

coaching, and reviewing (see figure 4 ) . 

Targets 
Feedback 

!Plan 

Figure 4 
Performance Managing 

!Manage 

!Target I 

[Reviewl 
~ 

jAppraise I 

Source : Tra i ning Magazine . Exhibit from " Performance 
Management : Not Just an Annual Appraisal ," by Kathleen 
Guinn (1987) . 
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This format may be extremely motivating in terms 

of constant attention for the sales person to 

continually devel op a nd meet their need for mutual 

involvement in the process . Additionally, this process 

all ows f o r i naccurat e assessment s t o be addressed at an 

earlier stage and alleviate misperceptions that might 

exist on behalf o f both parties . Figure 5 illustrates 

t h e p e rformance management model in an adapted manner 

to add one additional step for the manager . 

Figure 5 
Performance Managing 

Targets 
Feedback 

!Plan ~ anage I 

I Rep . Det:ail.ed Pl.an 

~ 
~ 

!Appraise I 

Source : Training Magazi ne . Exhibit from " Performance 
Management : Not J u st an Annual Apprai sal , " by Kathl een 
Guinn (1 987) . 

The added s t ep includes an addit i on al planning 

process in a ddition to coaching . This requires t he 

manager to devel op a detai led plan for each sales 

p e rson . Factors t hat s h oul d be i ncluded in t he 

det ailed plan are as follows : 



■ What type of personality does this 

representati ve exhibit . 

■ What motivates this person to excel . 

■ What opinion does this representative have of 

the Company' s goals . 

■ What influence does this person have over t he 

sales team . 

■ What can the manager do t o help this person 

obtain career goals . 

■ What can the manager do to make this person ' s 

job more satisfying . 

A plan so detailed that the manager will know how to 

reach each individual in the team and obtain optimal 

performance from everyone . This is great in theory, 
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but will not succeed unless the manager makes it a 

PRIORITY. This concept may change the focus f or many 

managers, but it is sure to prove significant . The 

clear understanding of the objectives and measurement 

tool s will add to the ease of administering the process 

and can be quite motivating if approached in an 

appropriate manner . 

In addition to the performance management process , 

there seems to be little r oom for subjective 

informat ion in assess ing individuals . Every manager 
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will be challenged at some t i me or another with respect 

to t he other things a sale s repr esentative brings to 

the group and what value this should have in the 

evaluation process . This requires the highest degree 

of responsibility and honesty on behalf of the manager 

because the pay for performance i s negated when undue 

influence is placed on subjective contributions . 

The manager is also responsib le f or notic ing 

problems that exist . The issues may include , but are 

not limited to : 

■ Personal problems or Work/Family issues 

■ Travel schedules/territory 

■ Political disagreement with company policy 

■ Time management i ssues 

■ Fundamental problems with sales process 

All of these will challenge the manager to accurately 

assess each situation and proceed in the most tactful 

manner i n an effort to retain the confidence of the 

employee , but yet address the situation . Figure 6 and 

7 will help t o illustrate the necessity of linking 

performance to values and coaching for results . 
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WHAT 

Figure 6 
Link to Values 

VALUES 

-Quality 
HOW 

- Thoroughness 
CUSTOMER and completeness 

IOf work 
- Requirements -Service - Treatment of 

customers 
Satisfaction Innovation - Explores new 

ideas 
- Process / - Seeks input 
Improvements ollaboration offers 

assistance 

Source : Exhibit from " The Perfect Performance 
Management System ... Well , Almost , " by Robert W. 
Rogers . 

Figure 7 
Coaching for Results 

caching for 
Improvement 

Coaching 
for Success 

Situation 

Performance 

Source : Exhibit from "The Perfect Performance 
Management system . .. Well , Almost ," by Robert W. 
Rogers . 

and 
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In addition t o the linking performance to values 

and coaching f or results figures , figure 8 consists of 

a checklist for eva luating how well a manager is 

currently motivating his or her sales team . This form 

is intended for use by the sales representative to give 

feedback to the manager about his or her motivational 

efforts . 

f 



Figure 8 

Motivational Checklist 

How does your current management motivate you to 
outperform the competition and the company 
metrics? 

NON-MONETARY REWARDS (Intrinsic) 

1 . Your manager writes personal note 
of thanks for a job well done . 

2 . Your manager gives good public 
recognition to individuals . 

3 . Your manager ' s superior calls to 
thank you for a job wel l done. 

4 . Your manager has a leader of the 
month list . 

5 . Your manager publishes articles 
about individuals in Company 
newsletter . 

6 . Your manager gives time off for a 
job well done . 

7 . Your manager celebrates successes 
of all magnitudes . 

MONETARY REWARDS (Extrinsic) 

1 . Your manager gives small cash 
reward for outstanding 
performance . 

2 . Your manager sends a small cash 
rewar d to a spouse for continued 
support . 

3 . Your manager has granted a stock 
option or event tickets . 

4 . Your manager has made a mortgage 
payment or car payment for you . 

5 . Your manager has arranged for a 
house cleaning service for a 
month . 

6 . Your manager has given gift 
certificates for a variety of 
uses . 

Yes No 

Yes NO 
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Figure 8 
Continued 
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This list is not all inclusive, p lease make any 
suggestions to either category that would motivate 
you specifically!!! 

NON- MONETARY (Intrinsic) 

1. 

2 . 

3 . 

MONETARY (Extrinsic) 

1. 

2 . 

3 . 
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The different types of motivational techniques can 

help this process run smoothly and will be discussed in 

a later section, however , the next l ogical step woul d 

be to recognize the flip side to the equation and 

discuss the sales representative ' s r ole in motivation . 
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V. Sales Representatives Role 

There are six areas needed to clearly understand 

or communicate effectively to the sales representative 

in an effort to optimize results of the evaluation 

process and to maximize the potential of the 

individual . 

Motivate Thy-Self - Sales representatives are 

generally self-starters and goal oriented, however, all 

go through periods when sales are volatile and 

questions regarding ability creep into one ' s mind . The 

representative must recognize these times and take the 

first step in getting back on track . A few suggestions 

for getting re-motivated include : 

■ Reading books or articles that are motivating 

■ Listening to audio tapes that refresh the 

memory 

■ Communicat i ng thoughts to colleagues and 

seeking advice 

■ Reflecting on the successes and accomplishments 

attained in the past 

■ Confiding and trusting in management to hear 

your thoughts and concerns in a non-biased 

fashion 
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■ Look f or the other rewarding aspects of the job 

ie . (servicing customers beyond expectations and 

the gratitude received for doing so) 

These are only a few suggestions that might help the 

sales representative that i s in a slump, but the 

recognition of thi s issue must begin with the 

indi vidual. 

Communication - This aspect should be second 

nature to most sales people due to the fact tha t i t 

occurs so f r equently in t heir job . This means free 

open lines to management and peers to talk about 

aspects of the job that may be troubling at times . The 

burden for this process , once again, rests with t he 

individual . They must be willing to seek advice and 

begin the communication p r ocess . Additi onal l y , the 

sales person must also understand that there may not be 

a clear cut answer for their issues , however, the need 

to vent frustrations will be ful filled and the 

individual can move onto more pr oductive actions . 

Educate Thy- Self Continually - This aspect of the 

salespersons role goes hand-in- hand with that of 

motivating thy-self . Education is the basis for 

excelling in any type of job . Challenging individuals 

to increase knowl edge whether i t be self- education or 
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attending formal classes can be enlightening and serve 

a definitive purpose in seeking to improve one ' s 

competence and capability. Those who do not continue 

to l earn become stagnant and ineffective . 

Accurately Assess Thy- Self - This may be one of 

the hardest goals to accomplish f or bot h managers and 

sales personnel. People inherently perceive themselves 

differently than other people . Therefore, the sales 

representative must be completely honest with him or 

hersel f and seek opportunities to improve. The 

manager, on the other hand, must play this role 

delicately . A complete detailed plan for sales 

personnel , as previously discussed, will allow the 

manager to handle each personality type differently and 

most appropriately . The burden for this process still 

rests with the individual , but the concept can be 

cultivated by the manager through knowledge sharing 

with sales representatives . 

Do more than is expected - Finally , but not the 

all inclusive list, sales representatives should strive 

to exceed expectations o f management . Managers should 

be very willing to mold and shape the ambitious 

individual into greatness . The ultimate requirement 

for success is the desire to be the best that you can 

be . Sounds like an advert isement for the Army , but is 
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extremel y powerful in its message . A manager who can 

convey these principles and gain agr eement from his or 

her sales repr esentatives is well on their way to 

shaping a great team. 

Beware of The Motivational Pitfalls - Sales 

representatives a re subject to numerous outside sources 

of influence during their everyday tasks of selling . 

The f ollowing presents potential areas for non

motivating issues to arise : 

■ The "Rumor Mill" 

■ Peer illusions or perspective 

■ Management Non-consistency or a ttent ion to 

issues 

■ Drugs , a l cohol , and depression 

■ Procrastination 

■ News Media 

■ Neighbors , relatives , c l ose friends 

This list is by no means complete , however, i t should 

bring to the manager ' s attention several areas of 

potent ial infl uence . A manager may not have control of 

this situation, but may be able to counteract t he 

damaging t hought processes , if keenly awar e of t he 

psyche o f each individual sales person . 
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VI . Different types of Motivational Techniques 

In addition to the implementation of the 

evaluation process and numerous other tasks , managers 

have the opportunity to use different tools to motivate 

t heir sales people to optimi ze and reinforce successful 

behaviors . It is important to remember , Motivation is 

the urge to pursue a specific goal. Ken Blanchard, co

author of the One Minute Manager , said: 

"If there ' s one thing I ' ve learned in my 
life, it ' s the fact t hat everyone wants to be 
appreciated . This goes for managers as well 
as employees , parents as well as children, 
and coaches as well as players . We never 
outgrow this need and even if it l ooks like 
we are independent and self- sufficient , the 
fact is we need others to help us feel 
valued" (ix) . 

Wow! What a true statement . The following section is 

designed to give managers thought provoking ideas 

gathered from many sources on how to satisfy additional 

needs of their sales representatives above their 

current compensation plan and evaluation process. 

There are two areas for consideration : Additional 

monetary or extrinsic rewards regarding the form of 

materialistic positive reinforcement of cash, for 

example . Secondly, non-monetary or intrinsic rewards 

regarding self satisfaction and a positive self image. 
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Monetary Rewards (extrinsic) 

■ A small cash reward for outstanding performance 

■ A small cash r eward sent to a spouse for 

continued support 

■ Make a mortgage payment or car payment 

■ Pay for tutoring of a child 

■ St ock opt ion 

■ Event tickets 

■ Pay for a night on the town with significant 

other 

■ Buy a gift certificate 

■ Pay for a house c l eaning service for a month 

■ Give a small (but permanent) unexpected raise 

There are numerous rewards and recognition a manager 

can achieve with cash . The limit is placed on the 

creative mind of the manager and t he policies put in 

place by t he organization . 

Non-Monetary Rewards (intrinsic) 

This area is used more and more due to budget cut 

backs and renewed efforts to add as much to the bottom 

line as possible . Although not the same as cash, this 

method can still carr y a great deal of weight in 

reinforcing positive behavior and the increased 
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potential for repeated performances . A few suggestions 

include : 

■ Writing personal notes to employees who do a 

good job 

■ Public recognition for a job well done 

■ Have the manager ' s superior call the sales 

person and t hank him/her for a job well done 

■ Leader of the month list 

■ Invite the person to your home for dinner 

■ Publish article in Company newsletter about 

employee 

■ Give time- off for job well done 

This section too, is only a fraction of what managers 

can do to motivate sales people and the onl y limits 

here is the creativeness the manager possesses . 

Bob Nelson in his book, 1001 Ways to Reward 

Empl oyees , cites Rosabeth Moss Kante r and the six 

guiding principles for de l ivering a meaningful reward : 

■ Emphasize success rather than failure . 

■ Deliver recognition and reward i n an open and 

publicized way . If not made public , 

recognition loses much of its impact and 

defeats much o f t he purpose for which it is 

provided . 



■ Deliver recognition in a personal and honest 

manner . 

■ Tailor your recognition and reward to the 

unique needs of the people invol ved . 

■ Timing is c rucial. Recognize contribu t ions 
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throughout a project . Time del ays weaken 

t he impact of most rewards . 

■ Strive f or clear, unambiguous and well

communicated connecti on between accomplishments 

and rewards . 

■ Recognize recognition . That is , recognize 

people who recognize o thers for doing what is 

best for t he company . 

These aspects of positive reinforcement are often 

f o rgot ten in the day t o day pace of managers . They may 

seem simplisti c in nature and p robably heard before , 

but t he constant reminder will help many managers to 

more effectively manage and moti vate their sal es 

peop l e . Furthermore , it is important to recognize the 

potentia l benefits gained from the use of negative 

reinforcement o f behaviors o r mo re specifically 

punishment to attain certain goals . In the realm of 

mo tivation in the sales fiel d , these measures are 

obviously a l ast resort , however, serve a purpose . If 
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and when t his situation occurs , a manager with limited 

experience shoul d not onl y seek the advice of his or 

her peers , but also the advice of the human resources 

department with regard to the latitude allowed within 

l egal limits . Additionally, a well thought out plan of 

action will prepare the manager for discussion with the 

necessary parties . 

The DO NOTS of Motivating Sales People 

This section might be considered common sense , but 

a few suggestions will project a thought provoking 

mentality when r eviewing current practices manager s 

use . For example, 

■ Do not excl ude sales representatives from the 

planning process. 

■ Do not get into a r ut by using the same idea 

over and over . This breeds expectancy and 

complacency . 

■ Do not allow a l ong period of time to elapse 

before issuing the reward . 

■ Do not reward sales people with something that 

motivates you , match the reward t o the person . 

■ Do not under reward for a particular 

achi evement . 



The best rule of thumb for managers to consider when 

looking to r eward or recognize an empl oyee for 

performance is to make s ure t h ere is sincerity a nd 

honest appreciation for t he work completed and p lace 

some thought into the best way to accompl ish the goal 

a t h and . 

Investing in Sales People 
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The fina l secti on o f this manual deals wi t h a 

concept that r eally does not fall into monet ary or non

monetary rewards , b u t relates to training and investing 

in employees to improve themselves . This is extremely 

motivating because someone else who believes i n a 

person a nd is willing to recommend an investment in 

this person reinforces a confidence and energizes the 

employee t o p ut their best effort f orward to meet the 

challe n ge and expectations gained from t he t r a i ning . 

Figure 9 i s a training flow char t from Dr . William 

Hendricks ' b ook, Secrets of Power Presentations, 

including the why, what , and how steps for training 

people. 
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Figure 9 

The Training Fl ow Chart 
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Sour ce : Secret s of Power Presentations . Exhibit from 
chapter 14 " The Art of Training," by Dr . Willi am 
Hendricks , et al , (1 996 ) . 
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Before a manager can embark on a training session, 

he or she must prepare appropriately by following t hese 

suggest i ons : 

■ Assess the needs of the people being t rained 

■ Develop a s t rategy for delivery 

■ Develop the goals to be attained 

■ Set objectives and tactics to reach the goal 

■ Evaluate the outcome 

For the manager who does not possess the skills or 

knowledge in a specific area or the training is 

necessary for only part o f t he team or an indi v i dual, 

there is always the potential for the company to pay 

for classes or instruction outs ide of the company . For 

example, college courses, Dale Carnegie, Toastmasters , 

pro fessional computer courses or numerous other avenues 

that will accomplish the goals of training an 

individual . 

I 

I 



VII. Conclusion 

In summary, this manual is provided as an 

instrument to refresh and stimulate the minds of 

managers who a re responsible for mo tivat ing sales 

people . The topics discussed include : 

■ Mot ivat ional Theory 

■ Personal ity Types 

■ The Role Managers Pl ay 

■ Sales Personnel Responsibility 

■ Different Motivational Techniques 
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The informat ion provided is not a l l inclusive and wil l 

ser ve the manager best if used in a t hought provoking 

manner and a reminder of t he constant battle he or she 

faces when motivat ing other people t oward a common 

goal. 

I I 



Appendix B 

January 6 , 1997 

Dear Evaluator, 

I would like to take this opportunity to thank you 
in advance for evaluating my manual on motivating sales 
personnel . This manual is part of my culminating 
project for a Master of Business Administration degree 
at Lindenwood College . The purpose of the manual is to 
provide a brief synopsis or review for managers 
interested i n motivating sales personnel. 

Before reading the manual, please complete the 
"Background data sheet" for my records . Please 
remember that anything you give me during the 
evaluation may be published . Therefore, do not include 
anything that may be considered confidential . After 
completing this data sheet you may read the manual. 
Pl ease mark up the manual with any comments or 
corrections . After you have read the manual , please 
complete the "Manual questionnaire , " and return both 
questionnaires and the manual to me in the pre
addressed stamped envelope. I would like to get your 
feedback wi thin two weeks of receipt of this material 
or January 31 , 1997 . 

After completion of my project , I will send you a 
copy of the updated material . Please contact me at 
(314) - 939- 5039, if you have questions . Once again, 
thank you for your time . 

Respectfully, 

Kel Denker 
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Appendix C 

Backgr ound Dat a Sheet 

Evaluator ' s Name 

I . Educational Background 

1. 

2 . 

3 . 

School 

II . Work History 

1. 

2 . 

3 . 

Company 

Degree 

Position 

Da te 

Date 

III . How long have you been in a sales management role? 
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IV . Have you had any training in the area o f 
moti vati on? (please l i st) 

1. 

2 . 

3 . 

V. What resources does t he company you wor k for offer 
with regard to this topic? 

1. 

2 . 

3 . 

4. 

5 . 
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VI . Describe some of the problems you have encountered 
during your tenure with regard to motivating people . 



Appendix D 

Manual Questionnaire 

1 . The manual covers the appropriate material? 
Yes ___ No 

If yes , cite three areas or reasons why you believe 
that thi s manual covered the appropriate material: 
a . 

b . 

c . 

d . 
If no , please offer at least three suggestions of the 
type of material you believe t o be pertinent for this 
manual . 

a . 

b . 

c . 

d . 

2 . The manual was presented in a logical f ormat . 
___ Yes ___ NO 
If No , please explain. 

3 . The manual would fulfil l the p urpose f o r which it 
was written . 

___ Yes ___ No 
If yes , please cite at least three reasons you 
believe it f ulfills the purpose . 
a . 

b . 

c . 

d . 
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If no , please o ffer at least three suggestions you 
believe would help thi s manual ful fill t h e purpose . 
a . 

b. 

c . 

d . 

4. The background informati on with respect to 
motivational theory covers this subject adequately . 

___ Yes _ __ No 
If yes , p l ease cite why you believe this i nformation 
would be he lpful for managers . 

If no , please o ffer at l e ast three additional areas you 
believe necessary to complete this sect i on . 
a . 

b . 

c . 

d . 

5 . The manual addresses a sales managers role in 
motivation a ccurately an d completel y . 

___ Yes ___ No 
If yes , p l ease cite at least three reasons you believe 
this inf o rmation is accurate and complete . 

a. 

b . 

c . 

d . 
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If no , please offer at least three suggestions for 
additional informati on to be included i n this section . 
a . 

b . 

c . 

d . 

6 . The manual addresses the sales representatives role 
in motivation accurately and completely . 

___ Yes ___ No 
If yes , please cite three reasons you bel ieve thi s 
information is accurate and compl ete . 
a . 

b . 
c . 

d . 

If no, please offer at least three suggestions for 
additional material to be included in this section . 
a . 

b . 

c . 

d . 

7 . The manual addresses different motivational 
techniques adequatel y . 

___ Yes ___ No 
If yes , please c i te three reasons you bel ieve thi s 
information is adequate . 
a . 

b . 

c . 

d . 

If no , please offer at least three suggestions for 
additional information to be included in thi s section . 
a . 

b . 
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c . 

d . 
8 . The manual would prove to be beneficial in the "Rea l 

World" . 
Yes No ---Please comment on your answer . 

Please feel free to make any additional comments that 
you believe would improve this manual that may not have 
been covered in the previous questions!!! 
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c . 

d . 
8 . The manual would prove to be beneficial in t he " Real 

Wor l d" . 
___ Yes ___ No 
Please comment on your answer . 

Please feel free to make any additional comments that 
you believe would improve this manual that may not have 
been covered in the previous questions!! ! 
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